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Amish man Ephraim has fallen in love with English girl, Liz. However, Ephraim’s mother has other ideas and sets about for him to marry Ruth, a good Amish girl. Liz is heartbroken and fears that not even returning to the Amish will be enough to win Ephraim’s mother’s approval.

Ephraim decides to go against his controlling mother’s wishes, but has he left things too late? Ephraim discovers that Liz is being pursued by a handsome, rich doctor. Ephraim fears that even if he is successful in his bid to win Liz, his secret may be enough to lose her forever. This is a clean Amish romance story of secrets, romance, love, healing, hope, and faith in God. While this book is part of a romance series, it can be read as a stand-alone book. Also in this series:

- Book 1: Annie’s Faith
- Book 2: A Small Secret
- Book 3: A Second Chance
- Book 6: Choosing Amish

All Samantha Price’s Amish romance fiction books are clean reads.

Once again a really enjoyable book to read. I would love to know what it is really like to live amongst the Amish, but as that isn’t going to happen, I once again spent time feeling like I was there. For
anyone (women) who just wants to get away from the hussle and bussle of everyday life in the "modern" world, I would highly recommend this book!

Wonderful story of love and forgiveness. I wish the ending would have been a bit longer. I'm hoping the fifth book in the series will include everyone from the previous four books. This is a good, clean, Christian romance.

very well written and a book i could not put down. cant wait for the next series.it makes one realize that words and actions can hurt so many. i was so happy that he changed and admitted his wrong doings .

I enjoy Amish romance stories and have read and enjoyed many of Ms Price's books. This is the story of an Amish man in his twenties who has feelings for a young Amish-English girl. Not approved by mom; his struggles over how to make everyone involved happy without hurting his own chances .

For one thing in the book before this Sarah had a little boy named the baby after her and John's dad. In this book the baby is a girl what happen? I hope in the next book Ephraim and Liz get married. I only have two more books to read then I will be done with this series. The only thing I don't understand is why Sarah's baby changed in this book. Anyway unto the next book. As always Sharon email address bilshaboy@yahoo

A lovely Amish romance story by Samantha Price. With the fast pass of English life versus hard working but peaceful Amish life. Two different worlds, two different people (with different life styles), one man & one woman. Can they make things work? Or is a mother going to stop everything!?

I am a huge fan of Amish novels and read them every chance I get. This was no exception. It was insightful, full of drama, I loved the twists and turns in the story but I don't want to give too much away. Read it for a good chance to get away from mundane chores and the opportunity to relax.

Why did Ephram have to have Leukemia? Why was Liz so stubborn?. I gave this book 5 stars because it was so different from most Amish stories. In fact it was very good ,and I was absorbed in the story, until the very end. Then, it ended too soon. I think if I had wished for anything different, it
would be an epilogue and a HEA for this young couple
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